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Find the emboldened phrase in the list. Time how quickly you complete the exercise.
1.

in other words

an other words

another word

in other words

in other ways

2.

as well as

as will as

as well as

as wells

is well as

3.

all things considered

all thing considered

ball things considered all things consider

4.

in summary

in summary

in summery

on summary

in summer

5.

on the other hand

in the one hand

in the other hand

on the other hand

on another hand

6.

from time to time

at time to time

from times to time

frame time to time

from time to time

7.

in order to

on order to

in order to

an order to

in orders to

8.

every now and then

every now an then

every now and the

every now and then

ever now and then

9.

I'll get back to you

I'll get back with you I'll get back to you

I'll get back at you

I'll go back to you

10.

up to speed

up at speed

up in speed

up to speed

up to sped

11.

look forward to

looks forward to

look forward at

lock forward to

look forward to

12.

these days

those days

these days

these day

them days

13.

it's up to you

It's up to you

it's up on you

it's up at you

it's up to now

14.

in my opinion

in my onion

in mine opinion

in my opinion

in my option

15.

in terms of

in times of

in terms of

in teams of

on terms of

16.

as a result of

as a result on

a result of

at a result of

as a result of

17.

first of all

fist of all

furst of all

first of all

first if all

18.

everyday life

everyday life

every day life

everyday live

everyday leaf

19.

up and down

up an down

up and down

up and dawn

up and drown

20

nowadays

newadays

nearadays

nowadays

nodays

Number of correct answers: _______________ / 20

Time: ________________ seconds

Focus
on

Reading

Writing

all things considered

Speaking

Listening

